
January 09, 2024 Severe Weather Event

On January 09, 2024 a potent storm system moved across the Florida peninsula. As the
storm system approached, a warm and humid air mass lifting northward over the state
produced strong winds not associated with any storms. Just ahead of the cold front, a
squall line pushed through the region producing an EF-1 tornado in Northern
Hillsborough County, an EF-0 tornado in Pinellas County, and damaging straight-line
winds in Sarasota County, FL.

Environment:

With an upper-level trough moving across the Eastern United States, a surface frontal
boundary propagated southeast across the Florida peninsula on January 09, 2024. This
was after a recent warm front had lifted northward, allowing a warm and humid air mass
to settle across the central and southern Florida peninsula.

WPC 18Z Surface Analysis from January 09, 2024



925 mb Analysis from SPC Mesoanalysis Archive - Jan 09, 2024

In response to conditions, a warm, humid, and unstable air mass settled across the
region. The approaching frontal boundary provided a source of lift to generate
thunderstorms.



Mesoscale Analysis from SPC showing MLCAPE, MLCIN, and Effective Bulk Shear at 21Z, 01/09/2024

By late afternoon, a line of storms approached the Central Florida Peninsula, eventually
producing two tornadoes and significant wind damage in Sarasota County, Florida.



Zoomed out radar view at approximately 19:30Z on January 09, 2024

Significant Weather Impacts - Wind:

The first significant impact occurred before any storms arrived in the area. The sharp
change from a warm and humid air mass over the peninsula and a much colder and
more stable air mass behind the storms led to strong gradient winds across the region.
These developed early in the day before any storms were near. Some of the peak wind
gusts are included below.







Significant Weather Impacts - Tornadoes

As the line of storms moved through, two tornadoes developed, one in Hillsborough
County and one in Pinellas County. These tornadoes were rated an EF-1 and EF-0
respectively.

Odessa Tornado

The following are some annotated radar images from just before and during the time
where the first tornado occurred in Odessa, Florida. For wintertime squall-line events,
Meteorologists employ a methodology known as the “three-ingredients” method. If
certain features are noted in a favorable environment, Meteorologists will issue a
tornado warning for that segment of the line. An important note: strong rotation may not
be present when a warning is issued.
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St. Petersburg Tornado

A second tornado occurred a few minutes later just south of Downtown St. Petersburg.
Despite a clear signature on radar, This was a very brief tornado with a small damage
path.



Significant Weather Impacts - Straight-Line Winds

In addition to the two tornadoes, a straight-line wind event occurred in Sarasota County,
Florida. Peak winds of 75 mph caused damage in the Fruitville area just east of
Interstate-75. Unlike the other tornadoes, the baseline conditions were met for a severe
thunderstorm warning, but the line lacked additional concerning features to warrant a
tornado warning. The post-event survey revealed damaging straight-line winds, but not
a tornado.
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Public Information Statement
National Weather Service Tampa Bay Ruskin FL
354 PM EST Thu Jan 11 2024

...NWS Damage Survey for 01/09/2024 Tornado and Straight-Line Wind Event...

.Update...This report adds more detailed times and path lengths. Also,
more accurate location names have been added as well.

.Overview...A line of storms moved across the Florida peninsula during the
afternoon and evening of January 09. From this line of storms, two tornadoes
occurred in West Central and Southwest Florida, along with a significant
area of straight-line winds in Sarasota County, FL.

.Odessa Tornado...

Rating: EF1
Estimated Peak Wind: 90 mph
Path Length /statute/: 0.61 miles
Path Width /maximum/: 75 yards
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0

Start Date: 01/09/2024
Start Time: 04:00 PM EST
Start Location: 4 NW Westchase / Hillsborough County / FL
Start Lat/Lon: 28.1061 / -82.6458

End Date: 01/09/2024
End Time: 04:02 PM EST
End Location: 4 NNW Westchase / Hillsborough County / FL
End Lat/Lon: 28.109 / -82.6369

Survey Summary: A detailed survey of the neighborhood was conducted. The
main tornado path appeared to track across a Golf Course, with the most
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notable structure damage being the detachment/collapse of several pool
cages backing up to the golf course. There was some additional roof
and tree damage along an adjacent street. However, this appeared to be
associated with inflow and/or an eventual microburst with a uniform
direction to the damage along that street.

Along the path, there were a couple pockets of EF-1 damage. However, most
of the surveyed damage was EF-0.

.St. Petersburg Tornado...

Rating: EF0
Estimated Peak Wind: 82 mph
Path Length /statute/: 0.01 miles
Path Width /maximum/: 10 yards
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0

Start Date: 01/09/2024
Start Time: 05:23 PM EDT
Start Location: W Albert Whitted Airport / Pinellas County / FL
Start Lat/Lon: 27.7528 / -82.6401

End Date: 01/09/2024
End Time: 05:23 PM EDT
End Location: W Albert Whitted Airport / Pinellas County / FL
End Lat/Lon: 27.7528 / -82.64

Survey Summary:
A NWS Meteorologist surveyed the area and found damage to a single
structure. There was a partial loss of roof covering material (less
than 20%) justifying a peak wind speed of 82 mph. Just west of the
building were parked cars, trees, and a telephone poll with no
damage. However, roof covering material was found deposited in this
area. No other visible damage could be found in the vicinity.

.Fruitville Straight-Line Wind Event...

Peak Wind /E/: 75 mph
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Path Length /statute/: 1.47 miles
Path Width /maximum/: 370 yards
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0

Start Date: 01/09/2024
Start Time: 5:09PM
Start Location: Sarasota, FL
Start Lat/Lon: 27.3446/-82.4382

End Date: 01/09/2024
End Time: 5:13PM
End Location: Sarasota, FL
End Lat/Lon: 27.3531/-82.4165

Survey Summary: Several communities just north of Fruitville Road in
Sarasota area were surveyed, with evidence of a significant
straight-line wind event occurring in the area. The primary damage
was to trees, but several structures towards the end of the path did
have some damage mainly to siding. Unlike tornadoes, the path was
significantly wider, longer, and all damage was found in a uniform
direction, implying the area experienced a local wind surge rather
than a tornado.

&&

EF Scale: The Enhanced Fujita Scale classifies tornadoes into the
following categories:

EF0.....65 to 85 mph
EF1.....86 to 110 mph
EF2.....111 to 135 mph
EF3.....136 to 165 mph
EF4.....166 to 200 mph
EF5.....>200 mph

NOTE:
The information in this statement is preliminary and subject to
change pending final review of the events and publication in
NWS Storm Data.
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